
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Feilding Jockey Club Date: Saturday, 2 November 2013 

Weather: Fine 
Track: Good (3) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman); R Neal, B Bateup and L Tidmarsh 
Typist: P Penketh 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: GO THUNDER;  HAOLI; MATO GROSSO; OSMUNDA; KENNYSCHANCE; I DO; SOUTHERN SECRET; 

LITTLE ALFIE BROWN; GUNS AT FIVE;  ATOZED 
 

Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  9 S Gordon (KINGS COURT) – Rule 537(a) – failed to declare rider – fined $50 

Warnings: Race  1 J Parkes (GO THUNDER) use of whip prior to the 200 metres. 

Bleeders: Race 1 GOLDIE CANTRIDE  

Horse Actions: Race  1 GOLDIE CANTRIDE – mandatory stand down period of three months and veterinary 
clearance required before next racing. 
FLEMINGTON- Veterinary clearance required 

Medical Certificates:   D Walsh Medical clearance required 

Rider Changes: Race  7 
8 
9 

QUIN BAY – L Callaway replaced D Walsh – injured 
AMBERIO -  A Taylor replaced D Walsh 
BRACKENWOOD – R Norvall replaced D Walsh 

Late Scratchings: Race  1 FLEMINGTON – on veterinary advice at 1.09pm 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 TOTALLY VETS HANDICAP 

FLEMINGTON underwent a veterinary examination behind the barrier and was declared a late scratching at 1.09pm after 
being found to be lame in the near foreleg. 
GOLDIE CANTRIDE and GO THUNDER were slow to begin. 
GOLDIE CANTRIDE was inclined to over-race through the home straight on the first occasion. 
REKA was momentarily held up passing the 300 metres. 
GOLDIE CANTRIDE returned to the enclosure with blood present in a nostril.  A subsequent veterinary examination 
confirmed the mare to be a bleeder and will now be stood down for the mandatory 3 month period.  A veterinary clearance 
will be required before GOLDIE CANTRIDE races again. 
J Parkes (GO THUNDER) was issued with a warning for the use of his whip prior to the 200 metres. 
 

Race 2 PRATT QUARRIES MAIDEN 

AMARETTA clipped the heel of the runner ahead and lost ground shortly after the start. 
Shortly after the start when being restrained BOOM BOOM BRAHMA raced ungenerously. 



 

 

JEWELS GIFT, REVOLVE and ZETOW over-raced along the back straight when the pace ahead eased. 
THE NANCHO EXPRESS was held up for a short distance prior to the 200 metres and over the final stages shifted out and 
made contact with HAOLI . 
BOOM BOOM BRAHMA was held up momentarily in the home straight and had to change ground in order to continue to 
improve near the finish. 
 

Race 3 TRU TEST HANDICAP 

WILD ROCK underwent a veterinary examination behind the barrier and was declared fit to start. 
PONEKE over-raced in the early stages. 
BARNIE O’MARNIE was obliged to race three-wide without cover throughout. 
Over the final stages BARNIE O’MARNIE when racing greenly shifted inwards away from MATO GROSSO which was 
improving to its outside resulting in tightening occurring to STARRY HEIGHTS. 
PHOENIX TYCOON had to be steadied for several strides off the heels of COUNTESS OF DELGATIE inside the final 100 
metres. 
BELLACAT hung out down the home straight. 
 

Race 4 FEILDING HOTEL MAIDEN 

BELLE ZED was slow to begin and was outpaced and lost contact with the remainder of the field.  D Walker was of the 
opinion that the mare may be better suited to a rain affected track.  A post-race veterinary examination failed to reveal any 
abnormality. 
DYNAFLIGHT over-raced in the early stages. 
ROD’S LINCOLN was held up for a short distance rounding the home turn and early part of the home straight. 
MAN VERSUS WILD was held up passing the 500 metres prior to gaining clear racing room near the 200 metres. 
WARKING TALLKING raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
 

Race 5 POWER FARMING HANDICAP 

GRACE WITH POWER jumped inwards at the start hampering JUST ISHI which lost ground as a result. 
MIGHTY MATT began awkwardly then shifted out abruptly severely hampering HOLY SMOKE which lost grounds (4 
lengths). 
Passing the 900 metres the saddle tree on GRACE WITH POWER broke resulting in the stirrup iron becoming loose and 
rider D Walsh being dislodged .  D Walsh was taken to hospital with bruising and an injury to his ankle.  The saddle was 
examined and found to be in a reasonable condition.  Affected in this incident was MENDOZA which was checked when 
attempting to avoid the fallen rider. 
MIGHTY MATT raced wide without cover throughout. 
 

Race 6 COURTESY FORD ‘REDCRAZE’ BOWL 

GO DANNY and I DO were slow to begin. 
The saddle on FIGURE AGAIN shifted forward near the 1200 metres placing apprentice rider N Teeluck at a disadvantage 
for the remainder of the event. 
FIGURE AGAIN raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
When questioned into the run of O’FILLE, rider N Harris said that the mare was outpaced through the early stages however 
finished the race off well and would improve with the run. 
 

Race 7 NIGEL ‘SHARKIE’ CLARK MEMORIAL 

GOLD WEDDING and PAIGE ME bumped at the start. 
BENZINI was slow to begin. 
ZINIKA raced ungenerously in the early stages. 
SPIKE MILIGAN raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
SOUTHERN SECRET was held up early in the final straight. 
MIBACHELORBOY was held up throughout the final straight prior to being angled out near the 150 metres to find clear 
running. 
KAYZED was held up until near the 150 metres. 
A post-race veterinary inspection of ZINIKA which finished a distant last revealed a slow recovery rate. 
 

Race 8 RICOH FEILDING GOLD CUP - Listed 

The start of this race was delayed two minutes at the request of the TAB. 
GUNS AT FIVE shifted out and away from DUBAI BELLE when the start was made and in doing so, crowded LITTLE ALFIE 
BROWN, CAPITAL DIAMOND and KARLA BRUNI for a short distance. 



 

 

JOSEPHINE began awkwardly and after being caught wide early was taken forward early to lead prior to entering the back 
straight. 
THRIVE had difficulty obtaining clear racing room in the home straight until near the 200 metres. 
When questioned into the run of CAPITAL DIAMOND which finished well back, D Bradley said that the mare over-raced in 
the early and middle stages and after being trapped three-wide throughout, had little left at the finish. 
PERO got its tongue over the bit early in the race disadvantaging the rider for the remainder.  Trainer T Riddell reported 
that a tongue tie would be applied prior to the gelding’s next start. 
When questioned regarding the improved performance of LITTLE ALFIE BROWN, trainer P Blick said the improved effort 
was not unexpected as the gelding was well and had been unlucky at its previous start. 
 

Race 9 IAN HUMPHREY MOTORS HANDICAP 

BRACKENWOOD was slow to begin. 
COOL MOON shifted in abruptly on jumping away crowding JILTED and LASSWADE.  LASSWADE was then out-paced 
through the early stages. 
COOL MOON raced wide without cover throughout. 
VICTORY DRAGON improved onto the heels of WIGGLE passing the 400 metres and had to be steadied.  VICTORY DRAGON 
then had difficulty obtaining clear running in the early part of the home straight. 
MRS MAC was denied clear running for a several strides until passing the 200 metres. 
KINGS COURT was held up for the majority of the home straight and went to the line untested. 
NORTH AND SOUTH was held up rounding the turn until near the 150 metres. 
JILTED bumped with VICTORY DRAGON near the 100 metres and when being corrected, shifted out into the line of GOLD 
CARD. 
 

 

 


